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Why Do Workers Experience Retaliation?

- Workers in the U.S. generally bear the burden of enforcing their own labor protections—it is up to them to come forward to report violations.

- When a worker comes forward to report a workplace violation, we know that employers often retaliate or threaten to retaliate against the worker.

What Does Retaliation Look Like?

- Retaliation takes many shapes and can be difficult to pinpoint or prove. Employers, for example, may fire a worker, demote a worker, reduce a worker’s hours, change a worker’s schedule to a less favorable one, subject a worker to new forms of harassment, unfairly discipline a worker, threaten to report a worker or a worker’s family member to immigration authorities, and much more.

How Common Is Retaliation Against Workers?

- Retaliation and the fear of retaliation are pervasive for workers across industries and demographics, although low-wage workers, immigrant workers, and women workers are particularly vulnerable. For example:

  - One survey of over 4,000 workers found that of the workers who had made a complaint to their employer or attempted to form a union, 43 percent experienced one or more forms of illegal retaliation.

  - A survey by the Raise the Floor Alliance and the National Economic and Social Rights Initiative (NESRI) of 275 workers in the Chicago metro area found that 48 percent “reported experiences involving retaliation.”

  - An Alabama Appleseed and Southern Poverty Law Center report capturing surveys of 302 workers found that almost 1 in 10 workers who reported an injury (9 percent) were, in fact, “fired or otherwise disciplined for being injured, missing work or seeing a doctor.”

What Does Retaliation Cost Workers?

- When a worker experiences retaliation for trying to protect their rights, the costs can quickly escalate financially and emotionally, especially for the countless workers nationwide who live paycheck to paycheck. A worker may experience lost pay, for example, which can quickly lead to missed payments, lower credit scores, eviction, repossession of a car or other property, suspension of a license, inability to pay child support or taxes, attorney’s fees and costs, stress, trauma, and more.
What Are the Essential Elements of a Retaliation Protection Law?

- Any retaliation protection law must provide adequate compensation to workers who suffer retaliation while effectively deterring employers from retaliating in the first place. To achieve this, at a minimum, a retaliation protection law must contain four basic elements:
  
  1. A right to monetary damages for the worker who suffers retaliation in addition to lost pay.
  2. A right for workers who prevail in their retaliation case to recover attorney’s fees and costs so that workers, especially low-wage workers, will have a better chance of finding attorneys who will represent them when they experience retaliation.
  3. A right to bring a retaliation complaint to a government agency and go directly to court.
  4. A government-imposed fine.

How Many States Have Adopted Retaliation Protection Laws That Contain the Basic Elements for Meaningful Protection?

- Just six states, including the District of Columbia, have retaliation protection laws for workers exercising their minimum wage or overtime rights that contain the most basic elements for a good law.

- The vast majority of workers around the country live in states that fail to provide the most essential mechanisms for legal protection when it comes to retaliation in the wage and hour context.

What Must Worker Advocates and Policymakers Do to Better Protect Workers From Retaliation?

- Policymakers and worker advocates must take stock of the current retaliation protection landscape and identify opportunities to build a better support system for workers.

- Everyone benefits from effective enforcement of our labor standards and effective protection from retaliation.

- As long as our labor standards almost exclusively place the burden of enforcement and employer accountability on workers themselves, our laws must ensure that workers who come forward to report violations can access swift, meaningful remedies and penalties when an employer retaliates while also effectively deterring retaliation.
Why Do Workers Experience Retaliation?

- Workers in the U.S. generally bear the burden of enforcing their own labor protections—it is up to them to come forward to report violations.

- When a worker comes forward to report a workplace violation, we know that employers often retaliate or threaten to retaliate against the worker.

- Under our current system, workers bear the entire risk of retaliation from their employer when they report violations.

What Does Retaliation Look Like?

- Retaliation takes many shapes and can be difficult to pinpoint or prove. Employers, for example, may fire a worker, demote a worker, reduce a worker’s hours, change worker’s schedule to a less favorable one, subject a worker to new forms of harassment, unfairly discipline a worker, threaten to report a worker or a worker’s family member to immigration authorities, and much more.

What Does Retaliation Cost Workers?

- When workers experience retaliation for trying to protect their rights, the costs can quickly escalate from both a financial and emotional standpoint, especially for the countless workers nationwide who live paycheck to paycheck. A worker may experience lost pay, for example, which can quickly lead to missed payments, lower credit scores, eviction, repossession of a car or other property, suspension of a license, inability to pay child support or taxes, attorney’s fees and costs, stress, trauma, and more.
Around the country, workers who speak up about workplace violations often face a significant risk of retaliation by their employer. Yet our laws generally place the burden on workers to come forward and report violations, either through complaints filed with enforcement agencies or through lawsuits filed in state or federal court. Government investigations or audits of employers are relatively rare. Retaliation is therefore one of the most pressing and persistent challenges to effective enforcement of our workplace laws—workers should not fear that their employer will punish them for asserting their rights. Ultimately, any law intending to protect workers’ rights must protect workers from retaliation in order to make that law a reality.

Low-wage workers face an especially high risk of retaliation along with potentially more devastating consequences. On a daily basis, workers who want to assert their basic rights risk not only their job and income, but also their long-term economic security, trauma, their ability to remain with their families and communities when immigration status is an issue, and more.

Any retaliation protection law must provide adequate compensation to workers who suffer retaliation while effectively deterring employers from retaliating in the first place. This report explains that a retaliation protection law must, at a minimum, contain four basic elements:

1. A right to monetary damages for workers who suffer retaliation in addition to lost pay.
2. A right for workers who prevail in their retaliation case to recover attorney’s fees and costs so that workers, especially low-wage workers, will have a better chance of finding attorneys who will represent them when they experience retaliation.
3. A right to bring a retaliation complaint to a government agency and go directly to court.
4. A government-imposed fine.
NELP’s analysis of retaliation or “whistleblower” protection laws for workers who seek to exercise their wage and hour rights (i.e., minimum wage and overtime) reveals that only six states, including the District of Columbia, can claim to incorporate all four of these basic elements. Thus, the vast majority of workers around the country live in states that fail to provide the most essential mechanisms for legal protection when it comes to retaliation in the wage and hour context. Even in the six states that arguably include the most essential mechanisms, NELP’s interviews with practitioners reveal that retaliation remains a persistent challenge requiring bolder protections and collaboration among advocates, agencies, and workers.

Policymakers and worker advocates must take stock of the current retaliation protection landscape and identify opportunities to build a better support system for workers. While the analysis of state laws presented here focuses on laws in the minimum wage context, the stark absence of strong protections nationwide in that space very likely reflects similar gaps when it comes to other workplace protections, such as employment discrimination and harassment, health and safety, and paid sick leave.

Everyone benefits from effective enforcement of our labor standards and effective protection from retaliation. Workers first and foremost stand to benefit from increased compliance and a greater sense of security on the job. Law-abiding businesses benefit by not having to compete with employers who cut corners by violating labor laws and retaliating against workers who try to hold them accountable. As long as our labor standards almost exclusively place the burden of enforcement and employer accountability on workers themselves, our laws must ensure that workers who come forward to report violations can access swift and meaningful remedies and penalties when an employer retaliates, while also effectively deterring retaliation.

Part I of this report provides an overview of the research confirming the prevalence of retaliation and fear of retaliation in the American workplace, especially in low-wage jobs. Part II places the problem of retaliation in the context of a changing economy and an intensifying anti-immigrant climate that urgently call for better retaliation protection laws around the country. Part III outlines the patchwork of federal, state, and local laws that govern retaliation against workers. Part IV discusses the four elements that NELP considers critical for any anti-retaliation or “whistleblower” law aiming to both compensate workers and effectively deter retaliation. Finally, Part V breaks down NELP’s analysis of state-level retaliation protection laws in the minimum wage context to illustrate how the vast majority of states fail to provide even the most basic mechanisms for protection and deterrence. This part also aims to help policymakers and advocates evaluate how their state compares to others.
Combating retaliation against workers has proven particularly difficult because of the varied and subtle forms that retaliation can take. Certainly, an employer may retaliate by firing a worker who files a complaint or voices opposition to an employer’s practice. However, employers often retaliate by reassigning workers to other positions or shifts, reducing a worker’s hours, subjecting a worker to another type or level of scrutiny or criticism, harassing a worker, significantly increasing a worker’s tasks, blacklisting or threatening to blacklist a worker in a particular industry or area, threatening physical violence, and depriving workers of opportunities for advancement, among many other forms of retaliation. Workers and their advocates also know that employers sometimes report or threaten to report workers, coworkers, or family members to the police for fabricated reasons, threaten workers with reporting them, their family members, or coworkers to the authorities, and subject immigrant workers to potential deportation by involving the police or immigration authorities. Retaliation sometimes occurs even before workers have asserted their rights, through what some call “anticipatory retaliation.” For example, anticipatory retaliation can take the form of a threat to fire any worker who challenges an employer’s actions before a worker has even considered such an action or knows of an employer’s unlawful practices. A 2013 law journal article focusing on anticipatory retaliation highlighted an especially subtle example where hundreds of Mexican farmworkers arrived in North Carolina and were given a booklet on their rights by a legal services organization. Their employer then instructed them to throw those booklets away and replaced them with a booklet warning that workers who have spoken with the legal services organization “‘harmed themselves.’”

Retaliation remains difficult to track and measure because it operates almost by definition to silence workers. Nevertheless, study after study that has attempted to identify and measure rates of retaliation against workers seeking to assert their rights in a wide range of contexts all recognize that the risk of retaliation is high and pervasive, especially for low-wage and immigrant workers who often stand to lose the most. When it comes to workers asserting their basic wage and hour rights, which generally include a right to the minimum wage and overtime, a 2009 seminal study of more than 4,000 workers by NELP, the Center for Urban Economic Development of the University of Illinois at Chicago, and the UCLA Institute for Research on Labor and Employment found that 26 percent were paid less than the required minimum wage in the previous work week, and more than two-thirds experienced at least one pay-related violation in the previous week, such as failure to pay overtime, not being paid for all hours worked, and stolen tips. The report estimates that workers surveyed lost an average of 15 percent, or $2,634, of their annual wages due to workplace violations. Moreover, the report highlighted that those who experience wage theft are disproportionately women, people of color, and immigrants. With regards to retaliation, the survey found that one in five workers “reported that they had made a complaint to their employer or attempted to form a union in the last year.” Of those, “43 percent experienced one or more forms of illegal retaliation from their employer or supervisor.” Twenty percent of workers surveyed did not make a complaint to their employer during that period “even though they had experienced serious problems such as dangerous working conditions or not being paid the minimum wage” because they
feared retaliation in the form of wage or hours cuts or thought it would not make a difference.¹⁰

According to a survey by the Raise the Floor Alliance and the National Economic and Social Rights Initiative (NESRI) of 275 workers in the Chicago metro area, 48 percent “reported experiences involving retaliation.”¹¹ A more detailed breakdown showed that of the 73 percent of workers who voiced a complaint to their employer, 61 percent experienced retaliation.¹² Of the 24 percent who made a complaint to a government agency, 80 percent experienced retaliation.¹³ Of the 17 percent who took some sort of group action, 89 percent experienced retaliation.¹⁴ And when employers did not retaliate, the surveys made clear that the employers “mostly ignored workers’ concerns.”¹⁵

Advocates and academics have similarly found that fear of retaliation keeps countless workers from coming forward in the first place. An Alabama Appleseed and Southern Poverty Law Center report capturing survey responses from interviews with 302 workers “currently or previously employed in Alabama’s poultry industry”¹⁶ found that “40 percent of injuries went unreported to the company.”¹⁷ The “fear of being fired or disciplined for reporting the injury, missing work to heal, or seeking medical treatment” accounted for about one-fourth, 24 percent, of all unreported injuries.¹⁸ Almost 1 in 10 workers who did report an injury (9 percent) were, in fact, “fired or otherwise disciplined for being injured, missing work or seeing a doctor.”¹⁹ In addition, “[t]he majority of workers uncomfortable asking for hazards to be addressed (58 percent) also said they were afraid they might be fired for reporting a safety violation or requesting an improvement in work conditions,” particularly among workers who had previously “witnessed retaliation or some adverse response to such requests.”²⁰

Retaliation is not limited to the wage and hour context, of course. In their article on “bottom-up,” or complaint-based enforcement of workplace laws, Charlotte Alexander and Arthi Prasad discuss and cite to numerous studies assessing retaliation and its prevalence in the workplace, including a 2005 article by Deborah Brake exploring the relationship between retaliation and discrimination.²¹ Brake’s article
explains that “[r]etaliation occurs with sufficient frequency to justify perceptions of the high costs of reporting discrimination and support the rationality of decisions not to do so.”22 At least two studies have found retaliation rates above 40 and 60 percent for persons reporting sexual harassment or discrimination.23 A 2012 report by the Ethics Resource Center noted that a 2011 National Business Ethics Survey “revealed that nearly half (45 percent) of employees observe misconduct each year.”24 While 65 percent of those workers report such misconduct, “more than one in five (22 percent)” of those workers “perceives retaliation for doing so.”25 The report also revealed that “not only is retaliation on the rise nationally, it is rapidly becoming an issue even at companies with a demonstrated commitment to ethics and integrity.”26 A report based on surveys conducted of 253 employers and 500 individuals across demographics and the economic spectrum about their experience with California’s Paid Family Leave program found that of those workers eligible for the program who chose not to participate in it, almost one-quarter (23.9 percent) reported being “[a]fraid of [b]eing [f]-ired” and 28.9 percent worried that it would “[h]-urt [o]pportunities for [a] dvancement.”27

The research highlighted in this section represents a small sampling of the extensive confirmation (available anecdotally and through worker surveys) that retaliation and the fear of retaliation silence workers across a wide spectrum of industries and demographics. This research also repeatedly emphasizes how low-wage workers, women, immigrants, and people of color are particularly vulnerable to retaliation.

**Ultimately, in myriad ways, workers who want to assert their basic workplace rights risk losing their income, livelihood, liberty, and, for some immigrant workers, their ability to remain with their families. Any effort to protect workers, especially more vulnerable workers, at the federal, state, or local level must aggressively tackle the problem of retaliation.**
WORKER STORY

Claudia G. is an electrician and mother of two children who has worked in the construction industry for 15 years. Five years ago, Claudia worked for an electrical company that came to owe her (and five of her coworkers) around $20,000 in unpaid wages for electrical work performed at a Roanoke, Texas, supermarket. Her employer had told the crew to meet him at the supermarket to pick up their wages, but, instead, he called the police and accused Claudia and her husband of stealing tools from the worksite. She and her husband worked together on the supermarket project and so not receiving their wages meant that they could barely make ends meet and couldn’t provide for their children. They went to Worker Defense Project (WDP), a Texas worker center, for assistance.

WDP helped Claudia and her husband recover their wages through a claim with the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) and through a mechanic’s lien. Even after they filed a complaint with the TWC, however, their employer continued to accuse Claudia and her husband of fraud and theft, demanding that she and her husband be prosecuted along with WDP. Eventually, the TWC ruled in favor of Claudia and her husband, but the agency did not award penalties and the employer appealed the decision. Although the TWC ruling was ultimately upheld, the employer still refuses to pay all wages owed. Claudia has only been able to recover wages that WDP recovered through a lien and that the TWC garnished from the employer’s bank accounts, and she and her coworkers are still owed thousands of dollars in unpaid wages.
Advocates and policymakers committed to improving labor protections for workers must recognize the increasing urgency with which workers require strong protection from retaliation. **Workers have experienced an erosion of basic workplace rights and conditions in numerous ways in recent years, and these changes have made low-wage workers increasingly vulnerable to wage theft and other labor standards violations.** Policymakers must ensure that workers can, at a minimum, come forward to protect the basic rights they retain.

First, any policymaking affecting workers in the 21st century must recognize that the basic structure of work in the United States in many high-growth sectors has shifted dramatically away from a traditional relationship between one employer and an employee to a complex web of companies that, among other things, value shedding labor costs to other actors in order to maximize profits.28

While this “fissuring” of the workplace, as David Weil, former administrator of the Wage and Hour Division of the U.S. Department of Labor, has termed it, is not a new phenomenon, it has become increasingly prevalent, and it drives pay and benefits down for workers.29 A NELP report highlighted that: “Once outsourced, workers’ wages suffer as compared to their non-contracted peers, ranging from a 7 percent dip in janitorial wages, to 30 percent in port trucking, to 40 percent in agriculture; food service workers’ wages fell by $6 an hour.”30

**Some industries and employers deliberately use outsourcing models, such as franchising, to shed responsibility for complying with basic labor standards, contributing to high rates of wage theft in industries like fast food**31 and home care.42

### ELEMENTS OF THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE FOR WORKERS

- **Fissuring of the Economy**
- **Unpredictable Scheduling Practices**
- **Anti-Immigration Climate**
- **Growing Use of Non-Compete & No Poaching Agreements in Low-Wage Industries**
Without strong protections from retaliation, we cannot expect workers in heavily outsourced industries that incentivize wage theft to hold employers accountable. In a case illustrating just one way in which retaliation affects workers in this context, workers filed a lawsuit against Schneider Logistics Transloading and Distribution, an operator of warehouses for Walmart. The warehouse operator went beyond the alleged wage and hour violations when it retaliated against workers who asserted their rights by intimidating the workers and coercing them into signing statements that would undermine their case.33

**Second, employers today increasingly depend on last-minute and unpredictable scheduling systems that can make retaliation easier to obscure.** A number of industries, for example, use “just-in-time” scheduling or “on-call” scheduling to try and match their employees’ hours as closely as possible to demand. This type of scheduling can lead to last-minute or immediate changes to workers’ schedules.34

Millions of workers, particularly in low-wage retail and service industries, have little to no control over their schedules and receive entirely inadequate notice about changes.35 The Economic Policy Institute has noted that “[n]early half of low-wage and/or hourly workers have no input into their work hours, including the inability to make even minor adjustments,” and 9 out of 10 “workers in retail and fast food service jobs report variable hours” while “part-time workers are even more likely to have variable and unpredictable schedules.”36 When schedules can change substantially with little notice, it becomes harder for workers (and advocates) to detect whether a reduction or unfavorable change to their hours truly resulted from “efficiency” efforts as opposed to retaliation for raising a complaint.

**Third, the current anti-immigrant climate puts immigrant workers at greater risk of retaliation from employers who may feel emboldened by the Trump administration’s anti-immigrant agenda.** The Trump administration has conducted several highly visible workplace raids that have resulted in worker detentions, including the raid of a meatpacking plant in Tennessee in 2018 that resulted in the arrest of 97 immigrants.37 As of July 2018, the number of immigration arrests at workplaces for the fiscal year starting in October 2017 had increased five times over the previous year.38

In California, where a number of laws expressly address immigration-related retaliation, the Labor Commissioner’s Office saw a surge in complaints alleging immigration-related retaliation in 2017.39 As of December 22, 2017, workers in California had filed 94 immigration-related retaliation complaints, compared with 20 in 2016.40

**Fourth, employers increasingly limit workers’ options once they leave the job by forcing them to sign non-compete agreements.** These agreements prevent workers from working for an employer’s competitors until they have left their employer and waited for what can amount to a long period of time.41 The Treasury Department has estimated that about 30 million workers are subject to non-compete agreements,42 many of them in low-wage jobs like janitorial services, home care, and fast food.43 **No-poaching agreements between companies, including low-wage employers like fast food chains, similarly limit workers’ options should they quit or lose their job as a result of retaliation.**44
The issues summarized in this section paint only a partial picture of the challenges facing workers in the current economy, but they demonstrate how workers across a wide range of industries face increasingly difficult conditions and pervasive violations of their workplace rights.

WORKER STORY

J.A. worked as a busser at a popular family-owned restaurant chain in Westchester, New York, for over a decade. The family/owners committed serious workplace violations, including failing to pay overtime for workweeks that ran as long as 70 hours; requiring 20 hours a week or more of “off-the-clock” work (i.e., unpaid); impermissibly claiming a tipped worker credit; not allowing employees to eat or take breaks during their shifts; and requiring J.A. to work at the family’s private homes on his days off for little or no pay.

After one of J.A.’s coworkers filed a complaint with the New York Department of Labor several years ago, the family threatened to fire other workers if they spoke to anyone else about their working conditions. J.A. was upset about the abuse but was scared and reluctant to take legal action at first. Several months after J.A. first visited an office of Make the Road New York, a workers’ organization, the group, along with other attorneys, filed a class action lawsuit on behalf of J.A. and his former coworkers. Soon after, J.A. heard from one of his former coworkers that the family had been walking around the restaurants telling staff that they would send ICE after J.A. if he didn’t drop the lawsuit. J.A. was especially shaken by the threat because the family had told staff they have relatives working in a couple of police departments in the area. J.A. has since also heard that the owners are telling workers that they will never settle the lawsuit. His case is still ongoing.
Our federal, state, and local laws offer a patchwork of retaliation protections for workers, but, for a variety of reasons, they are not enough to protect workers who speak up about violations and abuse.

Federal law has developed its own patchwork of retaliation protections for workers, such as protections in the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act’s whistleblower protections for employees of publicly traded companies. When it comes to workers who aim to assert their basic wage rights, the federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) expressly prohibits retaliation. Workers whose employers unlawfully retaliate against them under the FLSA may be entitled to damages or other relief, such as reinstatement and payment of wages lost. The FLSA does not guarantee workers a minimum amount in compensation, however. Moreover, while some courts around the country allow both punitive and compensatory damages, some permit only compensatory damages, a difference that can significantly impact how much a worker may recover. This type of uncertainty keeps many workers and their attorneys from going forward with retaliation cases that generally prove difficult and time-consuming to litigate. Workers simply cannot know if they will recover $200 or $20,000 if a judge finds that retaliation occurred. Also, under the FLSA, workers who cannot hire an attorney—a particularly common challenge for low-wage workers—must rely on the U.S. Department of Labor (USDOL) to address their retaliation claims, but USDOL operates with extremely limited resources. Experts have estimated that given the limited number of investigators to monitor employers in every state, the average employer faces just a .001 percent chance of being investigated by the USDOL’s Wage and Hour Division or Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

The National Labor Relations Act offers workers protection from retaliation even if workers do not form part of a union. The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) protects workers who engage in “concerted activity,” which encompasses situations “when two or more employees take action for their mutual aid or protection regarding terms and conditions of employment.” In addition, a “single employee may also engage in protected concerted activity if he or she is acting on the authority of other employees, bringing group complaints to the employer’s attention, trying to induce group action, or seeking to prepare for group action.” Workers who join a union may rely on the NLRB to protect them from discrimination and retaliation. As Charlotte Alexander has argued, however, both the FLSA’s retaliation protections and the NLRB process generally operate in a “reactive” manner, making it more difficult for workers to bring claims of “anticipatory” retaliation where an employer retaliates against a worker even before the worker actually engages in some protected activity. The NLRB process can also prove extremely slow for workers and fail to quickly secure much-needed relief or protection.

States offer workers a variety of laws, sometimes referred to as whistleblower laws, intended to protect workers from retaliation. These laws address retaliation in a range of areas affecting workers, including employment discrimination, health and safety, government corruption or misconduct, paid sick leave, and more. Part V, below, details this report’s findings regarding state-level laws that protect workers who assert their basic minimum wage rights.
While most states have enacted some type of law that addresses retaliation against workers exercising these rights, most states do not offer strong or truly meaningful protection or deterrence.

At the local level, cities and counties around the country have responded to the needs of workers in their communities by passing a rapidly expanding set of local worker protection laws. These local policies address issues such as paid sick leave, the minimum wage, freelance or independent contractor rights, fair scheduling, employment discrimination, and much more. A number of these local laws include their own protections from retaliation. When it comes to wages, for example, cities and counties like San Francisco, Santa Fe, Los Angeles City, Los Angeles County, Berkeley, Oakland, San Jose, and San Diego have adopted retaliation-specific provisions.

In addition to passing laws that protect workers from retaliation, advocates and policymakers must take into account the need to coordinate effective protection and enforcement with agencies. Efforts to improve agency enforcement could consider, for example, fast-track procedures for retaliation cases, as well as increased funding for enforcement. One agency model specific to retaliation to consider is the California Labor Commissioner’s creation of a separate Retaliation Complaint Investigation Unit. The Unit may issue determinations concerning retaliation claims, and the Commissioner is authorized to issue cease and desist orders and “may order, where appropriate, rehiring or reinstating the aggrieved employees, reimbursing them for lost wages and interest thereon, paying civil penalties, and posting a notice acknowledging the unlawful treatment of the employees.” A growing body of literature and initiatives around the enforcement of labor standards for low-wage workers also emphasize the importance of including community organizations in enforcement procedures in order to more effectively protect workers’ rights and deter employer violations.
Effective Retaliation Protection for Workers: The Essential Components

At a minimum, retaliation protection laws must offer adequate monetary damages to workers after they experience retaliation and also deter employers from retaliating against workers who exercise their basic rights. These principles of compensation for harm through damages and other forms of deterrence already form the commonsense backbone of a variety of existing labor (and other) protections. Minimum wage laws, for example, increasingly guarantee workers not just the pay that an employer unlawfully withheld but also two or three times that amount in damages, in addition to a range of other potential punitive measures aimed at deterrence. The reasoning is simple—if an employer only has to pay the wages that they should have paid in the first place, the employer has zero incentive to comply with the law.

A retaliation law must, at a minimum, include:

1. A right to monetary damages for workers in addition to lost pay to compensate workers and also punish or deter retaliation.
2. A right for workers who prevail in their case to recover attorney’s fees and costs.
3. A right to bring a retaliation complaint to a government agency and directly to court.
4. A government-imposed fine.

A. Monetary Damages In Addition to Lost Pay

When workers have experienced retaliation, allowing them to recover only the amount that they would have earned had they not been retaliated against is wholly insufficient; it still leaves workers worse off than if they had not experienced retaliation. And employers have little incentive to comply with the law if their only punishment is to pay the wages they should have paid their workers in the first instance. A worker must be able to recover monetary damages that amount to more than simply the amount of pay a worker lost due to the retaliation. Workers risk incurring a wide range of financial and emotional costs when they come forward and risk retaliation; retaliation protection laws must account for that risk.

More specifically, in addition to the actual pay that a worker may lose due to retaliation, workers who assert their basic rights face a wide range of serious financial costs, including:

- fees and penalties for missed payments when they are fired or lose some of their income;
- a reduction in their credit score after being unable to meet financial obligations;
- eviction;
- difficulty finding a new job due to “blacklisting” by an employer or a bad reference from an employer;
- repossession of a car or other property, and
- suspension of a license when a worker cannot pay for things like child support, taxes, and traffic fines.
These economic losses can be difficult, if not impossible, to quantify.

In many cases, an employer will retaliate in ways that do not directly affect a worker’s pay. Instead of firing a worker, for example, an employer may retaliate by changing a worker’s schedule to a less favorable one or by subjecting the worker to harassment, scrutiny, discipline, or other discriminatory treatment. Employers may also threaten or actually take steps to “blacklist” a worker or make it more difficult for a worker to obtain other employment in a particular industry or area. Importantly, as a result of a 2002 U.S. Supreme Court decision in Hoffman Plastic Compounds, Inc. v. NLRB, undocumented workers who lack authorization to work in the United States may not be eligible for “backpay” compensation from a court or agency regardless of whether they lost part of their income due to retaliation after being fired. When it comes to lost pay, they may only be eligible for pay based on hours they have already worked.

Workers who experience retaliation separately find that retaliation comes with a significant emotional cost from fear, trauma, financial insecurity, and more. In an extreme example of this, immigrant workers sometimes fear retaliation that at any point can subject them to deportation and separation from their families and communities.

When a worker chooses to challenge an employer’s retaliation, they almost invariably find that protecting their rights requires a significant investment of time, money, and energy. For example, they must often find a lawyer, face questioning and formal depositions, meet repeatedly with government agency officials or legal counsel as part of an investigation or litigation, risk further retaliation against themselves or their families, and much more. While, in theory, the possibility of reinstatement as a remedy appears valuable, it often does not offer true relief. As law professor Clyde Summers put it when assessing the remedy of reinstatement in the NLRB context, “reinstatement with backpay is less adequate than first appears” and “is apparently considered by most wrongfully discharged employees of no practical value.”

This stems from the fact that many workers find a new job before prevailing in their retaliation claim and “the employee often prefers to remain there rather than return to a hostile environment.” In addition, a worker may fear additional retaliation if they return to their previous employer.

Based on the real and significant financial as well as emotional costs tied to retaliation, a retaliation law must allow a worker to recover a minimum and meaningful amount of damages apart from potential “backpay.” This type of guarantee could specify, for example, that a worker who suffers retaliation will receive backpay plus an additional amount as compensatory damages, or $10,000, whichever is greater. As shown in Part V, various states have enacted retaliation laws that accomplish this.

Punitive damages for workers separate from lost pay can also serve an important deterrent purpose. David Weil has explained that “[d]eterrence only works if employers have an incentive to change behavior even before being investigated” and that “[c]hoosing to comply in this way reflects an employer’s assessment that the benefits of complying voluntarily (without an actual investigation) outweigh the costs of not doing so.”
Courts and enforcement agencies can use punitive damages to try to ensure that a worker’s effort to hold an employer accountable will have a deterrent effect for that employer and potentially other employers who learn about the potentially high cost of retaliation.

**WHAT DOES IT COST WORKERS TO PROTECT THEIR RIGHTS WHEN THEY FACE RETALIATION?**

- **Lost Wages**
- **Additional Retaliation Against Family**
- **Time To Pursue a Claim or Court Case**
- **Suspension of a License (e.g., Driver’s License)**
- **Repossession of a Car or Other Property**
- **Inability to Pay Child Support**
- **Inability to Pay Taxes**
- **Stress**
- **Attorney’s Fees & Costs**
- **Immigration-Related Retaliation**
- **Financial Insecurity**
- **Fees & Penalties For Late Payments (e.g., Utilities; Car Payments)**
- **Lower Credit Scores**
- **Being Subject to Invasive Questioning Or Depositions**
- **Trauma**
B. Attorney’s Fees and Costs for Workers Who Prevail

A retaliation protection law that adequately compensates workers who experience retaliation must allow workers who prevail in their complaint to recover the attorney’s fees and costs they incurred.

Low-wage workers often find it impossible to find low-cost or free (i.e., pro bono) legal assistance. Even low-income individuals with access to legal aid organizations still frequently fail to qualify for free legal aid due to extremely low income cutoff levels for those programs. According to the Center for American Progress, in 2015, “an individual had to make less than $14,713 per year—a family of four, less than $30,313 per year—to be eligible for Legal Services Corporation aid,” which constitutes the “biggest source of funding for civil legal aid for low-income Americans.” Our nation’s underfunding of legal aid assistance also makes it difficult for Legal Services Corporation programs to meet demand for legal help.

Hiring a private attorney, on the other hand, costs an average of $200 to $300 per hour. By ensuring that a retaliation protection law provides a worker the right to recover attorney’s fees and costs if they prevail in their case, we can give workers a much better chance to obtain legal assistance. Attorneys will know that even if they cannot charge their clients at the front-end for their services, they stand to recover their costs when their clients win their case. Given the challenges low income individuals face in finding a lawyer, NELP has previously explained that the best provisions concerning attorney’s fees and costs will make an award of those costs mandatory and not up to the discretion of a judge.

C. Right to Bring a Retaliation Complaint to a Government Agency And Directly to Court

A retaliation protection law must give workers a right to hold their employers accountable for retaliation in both an administrative process handled by a government agency and through a private lawsuit filed with the appropriate court. (The right to file a complaint directly in a court of law is sometimes referred to as a “private right of action.”)

An administrative process for handling retaliation cases can guarantee at least one path for worker relief and employer accountability under a retaliation protection law. A guaranteed, government-run option for workers to bring retaliation claims remains necessary given how difficult it can be for a low-wage worker to find a low-cost or pro-bono lawyer, as discussed above. Administrative agencies also build up expertise in their particular areas of enforcement, which contributes to a more streamlined, specialized process with more efficient investigations of a complaint, mediation, a speedy hearing when appropriate, and an agency order that may nevertheless be appealed to a court when necessary. Further, guaranteeing that workers can access an administrative process allows workers to access justice even when their retaliation case may not involve enough money to satisfy the jurisdiction requirements set by different courts.
In addition to preserving an administrative process for workers to pursue their claims, a retaliation protection law must give workers the express right to bring complaints directly to a court. Administrative agencies will not always have sufficient resources to respond to all complaints, leaving courts as the only path for relief. An administrative agency may also use its discretion to pursue an enforcement strategy that it considers strategic but does not require the agency to take on every single complaint that it receives. Depending on the state or locality, workers also face the possibility that some administrative agencies may not prioritize retaliation complaints or the protection of workers, more generally. Thus, policymakers should ensure that regardless of what a state enforcement agency may be able to offer a worker who has experienced retaliation at any particular point in time, a worker will retain the option of filing their retaliation complaint in court.

D. Government-Imposed Fine

Finally, to ensure that a retaliation law can effectively deter employers from unlawful retaliation, retaliation protection laws should clearly allow enforcement agencies to order employers to pay a significant fine for wrongdoing. The option of imposing a significant fine, separate from any monetary damages payable to workers directly, should put employers on notice that retaliation exposes the employer to a significant cost even if the employer has retaliated against only one worker. The combination of available monetary damages for workers and government fines should aim to reach an amount that will lead an employer to conclude that the risk of being held accountable and fined for retaliation outweighs the potential gains from engaging in retaliation.
The following worker story comes from the Raise the Floor Alliance in Chicago, Illinois:

After experiencing unfair labor practices and hearing rumors of an unprecedented I-9 (employment authorization form) audit at their job, nine workers in the Chicago area began to meet with each other to share their concerns. On top of a hostile work environment, the workers faced continuous wage theft, often had to work through their lunch breaks, were refused overtime pay, and were forced to work at additional worksites with no pay. The workers also knew that Latinx workers were being targeted for the audit while their fellow non-Latinx coworkers were not. They brought their concerns to their employer and asked if the employer could address their issues. After being ignored several times, the workers went to a management meeting and threatened to strike.

The group of workers then began to gather additional support through petition signatures, and they organized collective actions that led to a meeting with management. The workers asked management to explain in writing why the workers were being asked to re-verify their employment authorization, but management refused and told the workers that they could either submit the new forms or be fired.

These workers have been left without employment and with no way of recovering stolen wages that amount to several thousand dollars. Currently, the workers have no means of providing for their families, and the experience has negatively and significantly impacted the workers’ and their families’ emotional well-being. After standing up for their rights, they were fired and they were made examples of at the workplace for anyone who asserts their rights.
This report offers an assessment of state-level retaliation protection laws that aim to protect workers who assert their basic minimum wage rights. In this area, NELP’s analysis demonstrates that only six states, including the District of Columbia, currently offer retaliation protection laws that contain the essential elements outlined in Part IV for potentially adequate compensation and deterrence. In addition, having a strong law on the books is not enough. Ongoing work is required to make retaliation protection laws useful for workers.

In order to assist advocates in understanding how their state stacks up against other states when it comes to basic retaliation protection for workers exercising their rights, this report breaks down NELP’s analysis of retaliation protection laws (in the minimum wage context) into three tiers:

**Tier 1:** These states have adopted retaliation protection laws for workers exercising their basic minimum wage rights that contain all four essential elements identified by NELP:

- a right to monetary damages in addition to lost pay (through either an administrative process or a private lawsuit);
- a right for a worker who prevails to recover attorney’s fees and costs;
- a right for a worker to bring a retaliation complaint to a government agency and directly to court; and
- the potential for a government-imposed fine.

**Tier 2:** These states have adopted retaliation protection laws for workers exercising their basic minimum wage rights that contain all essential elements identified by NELP except for clear authorization for government-imposed fines.

**Tier 3:** These states have adopted retaliation protection laws for workers exercising their basic minimum wage rights that allow workers to recover monetary damages in addition to lost pay through a private lawsuit filed in court.

While NELP’s analysis focuses on retaliation laws in the minimum wage context, the findings presented here likely indicate that retaliation protection laws in other contexts would also benefit from an assessment and efforts to strengthen them.

Workers in every state need and deserve retaliation protection laws that contain, at a minimum, the essential elements for adequate compensation and deterrence so that workers may realistically exercise the basic labor rights they have fought to secure. Moreover, workers and advocates pushing for a
better future for workers in today’s economy and particularly in low-wage sectors should, of course, aim to go beyond this minimum, and they should also ensure that workers can actually use the remedies under these laws. As discussed in more detail below, NELP’s recent consultation with practitioners in states where the retaliation protection laws contain what NELP considers the minimum essential elements highlighted challenges that call for even bolder policies and improvements. Past NELP publications, such as Winning Wage Justice: An Advocate’s Guide to State and City Policies to Fight Wage Theft, offer some ideas on how to build stronger, more effective retaliation protection laws, and advocates should continue to propose new ideas.

A. Tier 1: Six States Have Enacted Retaliation Protection Laws That Include the Essential Elements for Potentially Adequate Compensation and Deterrence

Only six states, including the District of Columbia, have enacted retaliation protection laws that clearly provide workers exercising their basic minimum wage rights with the four essential elements for potentially adequate compensation and deterrence discussed above: Arizona, California, Florida, New York, Oregon, and the District of Columbia. Two of these states, Arizona and Florida, adopted these retaliation protections through voter-approved ballot initiatives. See Figure 1 for a map highlighting these six Tier 1 states.

California and the District of Columbia expressly allow for damages of up to $10,000 for workers. New York expressly allows for liquidated damages of up to $20,000. In Arizona, workers who suffer retaliation may recover at least $150 per day, which could amount to a meaningful sum for a worker. For example, a worker recovering $150 per day over a period of 30 days would recover $4,500.

In Florida, however, damages available for workers depend on wages owed. Workers who experience unlawful retaliation are entitled to recover “the full amount of any unpaid back wages unlawfully withheld plus the same amount as liquidated damages,” and workers may be entitled to additional “legal or equitable relief as may be appropriate to remedy the violation.” State statute in Florida prohibits punitive damages. Ultimately, limiting compensation to situations where wages are owed may leave some workers
without monetary compensation entirely if their employer did not retaliate in a way that affected pay or if a worker’s immigration status would preclude a damages award based on certain forms of unpaid wages. Regarding the second essential element (a right for a worker who prevails to recover attorney’s fees and costs), all six of these Tier 1 states allow prevailing workers to recover attorney’s fees and costs incurred in pursuing a court case alleging retaliation. All six of these states also clearly allow workers to bring complaints concerning retaliation violations to a government agency and directly to court. Finally, all six of these states allow the state to impose a fine on an employer who has unlawfully retaliated against a worker. See Appendix 1 for a more detailed breakdown of the relevant statutes underlying NELP’s analysis of these Tier 1 states.

As noted above, the four basic elements required to qualify as a Tier 1 state represent only the bare minimum, and even in these states, consultation with attorneys representing low-wage workers about the implementation of these laws has overwhelmingly emphasized that these laws remain under-utilized by low-wage workers as well as difficult and time-consuming to enforce. The practitioners NELP consulted believe existing laws remain under-utilized for the following reasons:

- It can be extremely difficult to prove retaliation.
- Government agencies tasked with enforcement of the retaliation laws are often under-resourced and cannot act quickly to investigate retaliation complaints.
- Retaliation laws in these states can address retaliation after the fact, but they continue to expose workers to immediate financial and emotional consequences that dissuade workers from holding employers accountable.
- Workers who file a retaliation complaint (through private litigation or an administrative process) generally face a slow process that can last years.

Even in Arizona and the District of Columbia, where the retaliation laws analyzed specify that there will be a presumption of retaliation when a worker alleges retaliation within 90 days of engaging in some exercise of their rights, proving retaliation remains difficult. Despite the initial presumption of retaliation, employers may nevertheless argue that other reasons prompted the allegedly retaliatory action, and the process can require extensive, time-consuming fact-finding as well as a subjective weighing of the evidence.

Consequently, **even the relatively stronger retaliation laws captured under Tier 1 remain under-utilized and call for additional attention, discussion, and policy proposals to better protect workers.**
B. Tier 2: Two States Have Enacted Retaliation Protection Laws That Include the Essential Elements for Potentially Adequate Compensation and Deterrence Except for Government Fines

Two states, Ohio and Illinois, have adopted retaliation protection laws for workers exercising their basic minimum wage rights that provide workers with a right to monetary damages in addition to lost pay (in either an administrative process or through litigation), a right to recover attorney’s fees and costs in a private suit, and a right to bring a retaliation complaint to a government agency and directly to court. The only element missing compared to states in Tier 1 is a provision clearly allowing the state to impose a civil fine on an employer that unlawfully retaliates against a worker.

Ohio’s retaliation protections resulted from a voter-approved initiative in 2006.96 Regarding compensation for workers, Ohio allows the state or a court to award damages for prevailing workers in an amount “sufficient to compensate the employee and deter future violations” but not less than $150 per day that a retaliation violation continued.97 Illinois law contains more general language when it comes to compensation, allowing “all legal and equitable relief as may be appropriate.”98 Such general language allows for adequate compensation, but it does not guarantee it, unfortunately. While most laws giving workers a right to file a claim in court give workers between one to three years to file their claim, a period that is referred to as the statute of limitations, Illinois notably gives workers up to 10 years to file a claim.99 A longer statute of limitations can prove extremely valuable for low-wage workers who often do not have knowledge about their rights.100
C. Tier 3: Eight States Allow Workers to Hold Employers Accountable for Retaliation in Court and Give Workers an Opportunity to Receive Potentially Adequate Damages

Eight states that do not clearly allow workers to file retaliation complaints with a government agency to recover compensatory or punitive damages nevertheless allow workers to file a complaint in court and recover damages beyond unpaid wages (in addition to attorney’s fees and costs). These eight states are Louisiana, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, North Dakota, and Vermont. As with any other tier identified in this report, the fact that a state has adopted a retaliation protection law that meets a tier’s standards does not mean that workers have found that law to be effective in practice.

It means only that the state’s law meets the basic elements NELP has identified. On the other hand, the tier classifications in this report do not capture robust efforts by government agencies to do what they can with the laws on the books to protect workers from retaliation and hold employers accountable. Ultimately, worker advocates, agencies, and policymakers must closely evaluate how laws in their state have been implemented to leverage what is available and build upon existing statutes to ensure that workers have access to the retaliation protection they need.

Notably, several of the retaliation protection laws identified for this section include provisions that will hamper those laws’ potential. When it comes to the first essential element (monetary damages in addition to lost pay), Massachusetts, for example, clearly bases the monetary compensation that is available for workers who experience retaliation on wages owed. So, while Massachusetts offers some compensation beyond actual wages owed, it may leave some workers with only a small amount or no award of compensatory damages and without any punitive damages. The state’s protections therefore fail to capture the full extent of the financial and emotional costs and risks that workers experience. North Dakota requires workers to prove some level of willfulness or malice in order to receive potentially adequate
Six states do not offer workers a clear statute protecting them from retaliation in the wage theft context: Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, South Carolina, Texas, and Wyoming.\textsuperscript{231}

Another seven states have adopted retaliation protection laws that only clearly create criminal penalties for employers who retaliate against workers in the wage theft context: Alaska,\textsuperscript{232} Kansas,\textsuperscript{233} Maryland,\textsuperscript{234} New Mexico,\textsuperscript{235} Oklahoma,\textsuperscript{236} Pennsylvania,\textsuperscript{237} and West Virginia.\textsuperscript{238}

compensation. Under North Dakota’s law, to recover compensatory and punitive damages, a plaintiff must prove that the defendant was guilty by “clear and convincing evidence of oppression, fraud, or actual malice.”\textsuperscript{102} These requirements only make it more difficult for workers to protect their rights. As noted above, workers and their attorneys already generally find proving retaliation a difficult task even without these additional “state of mind” requirements.

Also, as outlined in Appendix 3, the states in Tier 3, as a whole, do not guarantee a clear minimum in compensatory or punitive damages for workers. While allowing damages that can go beyond unpaid wages is useful for workers, low-wage workers weighing the many risks and costs of coming forward to report retaliation would benefit from stronger provisions that guarantee meaningful compensatory and punitive damages for all workers who suffer retaliation.

Two states, Missouri and Tennessee, technically have retaliation protection laws on the books that allow workers to recover damages or penalties beyond backpay or actual damages in some situations. However, their application is so limited by statute as to appear almost irrelevant for most low-wage workers who seek protection from retaliation for asserting their minimum wage rights. Under Missouri’s law, for example, plaintiffs in most cases are only entitled to actual damages.\textsuperscript{103} It is only if the employer’s conduct was “outrageous” or if the employer acted with an “evil motive or reckless indifference” to the rights of others that a worker may recover twice the amount of backpay or medical bills directly related to the violation.\textsuperscript{104} Also, the statute’s private right of action does not apply if a worker has a private right of action under another statutory or regulatory scheme.\textsuperscript{105} Moreover, the law does not appear to protect employees who report wrongdoing to their employer when the employer is the wrongdoer.\textsuperscript{106} Under Tennessee’s retaliation protection law, known as the Tennessee Public Protection Act,\textsuperscript{107} it appears that the statute’s protections apply only if the employee can show that the claim serves a public purpose and furthers the public good, an inquiry that will no doubt make it difficult, if not exceedingly rare, for a worker to hold an employer accountable for retaliation.\textsuperscript{108}
D. Beyond Tiers 1, 2, 3: The Vast Majority of States Have Not Adopted Retaliation Protection Laws That Offer Potentially Adequate Compensation for Workers and Deterrence

Based on the above, only 16 states, including the District of Columbia, fit within Tiers 1, 2, or 3. **The vast majority of states do not currently offer workers retaliation protection laws that include the most basic elements necessary to provide potentially adequate compensation for workers as well as deterrence for employers.**

**A number of states do make retaliation a crime, but those statutes generally classify retaliation as a misdemeanor and, as such, appear to fail to deter employers from retaliating against workers.** See Appendix 4 for a list of state criminal retaliation protection statutes. District attorneys and attorneys general also retain discretion when it comes to deciding whether to prosecute any particular crime. Without the right political will or community pressure, criminal prosecutions based on retaliation against workers remain unlikely throughout the country. The use of criminal prosecutions and the criminal justice system, more broadly, to enforce basic labor laws separately raises important ethical, philosophical, strategic, and practical questions. For example, some advocates may oppose the use of labor protections to further expand mass incarceration that disproportionately targets people of color.\(^{109}\) Overall, while criminal statutes may offer one way to penalize retaliation, a robust civil system that allows workers to hold their employers accountable through either an administrative process or the courts should form the basis of any approach to protecting workers from retaliation.

Conclusion

Advocates and policymakers who want to ensure that workers have meaningful protection when they come forward to hold employers accountable should consider strengthening existing laws by building upon the very basic elements highlighted in this report and making sure that workers can actually access the remedies that these laws provide. Given that practitioners around the country caution that even relatively stronger laws remain under-utilized, the field of retaliation protection clearly calls out for greater innovation and bolder proposals that can help workers truly assume the risks and costs of coming forward to hold employers accountable when they violate the law. Policymakers should also pay special attention to the resources made available to state labor departments and other agencies charged with enforcement of workers’ basic rights—any agency tasked with enforcement must have the staff and resources to quickly investigate and resolve retaliation complaints.
# Appendix 1. Tier 1 States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE (TIER 1)</th>
<th>STATUTE</th>
<th>DAMAGES TO WORKER IN COURT ACTION OR ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING</th>
<th>STATE PENALTY</th>
<th>PRIVATE RIGHT OF ACTION</th>
<th>ATTORNEY’S COSTS &amp; FEES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. ARIZONA</strong></td>
<td>Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 23-364 (2019)</td>
<td>No less than $150 per day that violation continued in an administrative action or court action. Workers may also recover unpaid wages, unpaid earned sick time, other amounts, and any other appropriate relief.¹¹⁰</td>
<td>Allowed¹¹²</td>
<td>Yes¹¹³</td>
<td>Yes¹¹⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. CALIFORNIA</strong></td>
<td>Cal. Lab. Code § 1102.5 (West 2019)¹⁰⁹</td>
<td>In administrative or court action, up to $10,000 per violation from corporation or limited liability company and damages for injury suffered.¹¹⁶</td>
<td>Allowed (In addition to other penalties, an employer that is a corporation or limited liability company is liable for up to $10,000 per violation.)¹¹⁷</td>
<td>Yes¹¹⁸</td>
<td>Yes¹¹⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. FLORIDA</strong></td>
<td>Fla. Const. art. X, § 24 (2018); Fla. Stat. Ann. § 448.110 (West 2019)</td>
<td>In administrative or court action, liquidated damages for owed wages as well as other legal or equitable relief that may be appropriate to remedy the violation.¹²⁵ Punitive damages are not available, however.¹²⁶</td>
<td>Allowed ($1,000 per violation.)¹²²</td>
<td>Yes¹²³</td>
<td>Yes¹²⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. NEW YORK</strong></td>
<td>N.Y. Lab. Law § 215 (McKinney 2019)</td>
<td>Among other relief, in administrative actions, liquidated damages of up to $20,000 may be awarded along with all appropriate relief. In court actions brought by workers, liquidated damages shall be awarded of up to $20,000 per aggrieved employee along with all appropriate relief.¹²⁵</td>
<td>Allowed (Civil penalty of $1,000–$10,000. If the employer has violated the retaliation provision within the preceding 6 years, the civil fine shall be $1,000–$20,000.)¹²⁶</td>
<td>Yes¹²⁷</td>
<td>Yes¹²⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. OREGON</strong></td>
<td>Or. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 653.060 (West 2019)¹⁰⁹</td>
<td>In a civil action brought by a worker, compensatory damages or $200, whichever is greater, are available to workers.¹¹¹ In an administrative action, the state agency may order the necessary relief to “[e]liminate the effects of the unlawful practice.”¹³¹</td>
<td>Allowed (Up to $1,000 for a willful violation.)¹²²</td>
<td>Yes¹³³</td>
<td>Yes¹³⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA</td>
<td>D.C. Code Ann. § 32-1010 (West 2019)</td>
<td>Among other remedies, in administrative proceedings or court action, liquidated damages equal to civil penalty, which may range from $1,000–$10,000.</td>
<td>Allowed ($1,000 – $10,000)</td>
<td>Yes137</td>
<td>Yes138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D.C. Code Ann. § 32-1311 (West 2019)</td>
<td>Among other remedies, in administrative proceedings or court action, liquidated damages equal to civil penalty, which may range from $1,000–$10,000.</td>
<td>Allowed (May impose penalty of $1,000–$10,000. In addition, for 1st offense, an administrative penalty may be assessed by mayor of $50 for each employee or person whose rights are violated for each day that the violation occurred or continued, and for subsequent offenses, the mayor may assess a penalty of $100 for each employee or person whose rights are violated for each day that the violation occurred or continued.)</td>
<td>Yes141</td>
<td>Yes142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix 2. Tier 2 States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE (TIER 2)</th>
<th>STATUTE</th>
<th>DAMAGES TO WORKER IN COURT ACTION OR ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING</th>
<th>STATE PENALTY</th>
<th>PRIVATE RIGHT OF ACTION</th>
<th>ATTORNEY’S COSTS &amp; FEES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. OHIO</strong></td>
<td>Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 4111.13 (West 2019)</td>
<td>The state or a court shall award damages in an amount “sufficient to compensate the employee and deter future violations.” And where the violation is also a violation of Section 34a of Article II, Ohio Constitution, the damages shall not be less than $150 per day that the violation continued.</td>
<td>Not specified.</td>
<td>Yes¹⁴⁵</td>
<td>Yes¹⁴⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ohio Const. Article II, Section 34a</td>
<td>Damages must be enough to “compensate the employee and deter future violations,” but not less than $150 per day that the violation continued.⁴⁷</td>
<td>Not specified.</td>
<td>Yes¹⁴⁸</td>
<td>Yes¹⁴⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. ILLINOIS</strong></td>
<td>820 Ill. Comp. Stat. Ann. 115/14 (West 2019)</td>
<td>An employee who has been unlawfully retaliated against can recover through a claim filed with the department of labor or in a civil action all legal and equitable relief as may be appropriate.</td>
<td>Not specified.</td>
<td>Yes⁵⁵</td>
<td>Yes⁵³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix 3. Tier 3 States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE (TIER 3)</th>
<th>STATUTE</th>
<th>DAMAGES TO WORKER IN COURT ACTION BROUGHT BY WORKER</th>
<th>STATE PENALTY</th>
<th>PRIVATE RIGHT OF ACTION</th>
<th>ATTORNEY’S COSTS &amp; FEES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MASSACHUSETTS</td>
<td>Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 151, § 19 (West 2019)</td>
<td>Not less than 1 months’ wages and up to 2 months’ wages as damages; or treble damages, as liquidated damages, for any lost wages and other benefits.</td>
<td>Allowed (Up to $25,000)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINNESOTA</td>
<td>Minn. Stat. Ann. § 181.932 (West 2019)</td>
<td>A worker may recover in a court action, “any and all damages recoverable at law . . . and may receive such injunctive and other equitable relief as determined by the court” or “appropriate relief,” including compensatory damages.</td>
<td>Not specified.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEVADA</td>
<td>Nev. Const. art. XV, § 16 (2019)</td>
<td>In a court action, a worker may recover “all remedies available under the law or in equity appropriate to remedy any violation,” including damages.</td>
<td>Not specified.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
<td>N.J. Stat. Ann. § 34:19-3 (West 2019)</td>
<td>In a civil action brought by a worker, the worker may seek all remedies available in common law tort actions, including compensatory and punitive damages.</td>
<td>Allowed (In a civil action brought by a worker, a court may order a civil fine payable to the State of up to $10,000 for the first violation and up to $20,000 for each subsequent violation.)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State</td>
<td>Statute Source</td>
<td>Exemplary Punitive Damages</td>
<td>Eligibility</td>
<td>Specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>NORTH DAKOTA</td>
<td>N.D. Cent. Code Ann. § 34-01-20 (West 2019)</td>
<td>Exemplary/punitive damages are available up to twice the amount of compensatory damages awarded or $250,000, whichever is greater, but only if the claimant is entitled to compensatory damages and only if the defendant is guilty by “clear and convincing evidence of oppression, fraud, or actual malice.”</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 21, § 397 (West 2019)</td>
<td>Compensatory and punitive damages and other appropriate relief is available in a court action brought by a worker.</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix 4.
#### Criminal Retaliation Protection Statutes (States)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>STATUTE</th>
<th>CRIMINAL PENALTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ALASKA</td>
<td>Alaska Stat. Ann. § 23.10.135(6) (West 2018)</td>
<td>YES. $100–$2,000 per violation, and/or imprisonment for 10–90 days. Each day a violation occurs is a separate offense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. CALIFORNIA</td>
<td>Cal. Lab. Code § 98.6 (West 2019)</td>
<td>YES. Imprisonment for up to 6 months and/or fine up to $1,000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cal. Lab. Code § 1102.5 (West 2019)</td>
<td>YES. Up to $1,000 and/or up to 1 year imprisonment; corporations subject to up to $5,000 and/or up to 1 year imprisonment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. COLORADO</td>
<td>Colo. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 8-4-120 (West 2019)</td>
<td>YES. Fine of up to $500 and/or imprisonment up to 60 days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. ILLINOIS</td>
<td>820 Ill. Comp. Stat. Ann. 105/11 (West 2019)</td>
<td>YES. Fine of up to $1,500 and/or up to 6 months imprisonment, plus possible restitution in the form of out-of-pocket damages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>820 Ill. Comp. Stat. Ann. 115/14 (West 2019)</td>
<td>YES. Fine of up to $1,500 and/or up to 30 days imprisonment, plus possible restitution in the form of out-of-pocket damages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1st Offense (Non-Willful): Fine of up to $10,000 and/or 6 months imprisonment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subsequent Offenses (Willful): Fine of up to $50,000 and/or 2 years imprisonment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subsequent Offenses (Non-Willful): Fine of up to $25,000 and/or 1 year imprisonment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. MICHIGAN</td>
<td>Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 408.483 (West 2019)</td>
<td>YES. Fine up to $500 and/or up to 90 days imprisonment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 408.421 (West 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 408.483a (West 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. MISSOURI</td>
<td>Mo. Ann. Stat. § 290.525 (West 2018)</td>
<td>YES. Fine of up to $750 and/or up to 15 days imprisonment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STATE</td>
<td>Statute Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>NEVADA</td>
<td>Nev. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 608.015 (West 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nev. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 608.190 (West 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY</td>
<td>N.J. Stat. Ann. § 34:11-56a24 (West 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>NEW MEXICO</td>
<td>N.M. Stat. Ann. § 50-4-26.1 (West 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
<td>N.Y. Lab. Law § 215 (McKinney 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>NORTH DAKOTA</td>
<td>N.D. Cent. Code Ann. § 34-01-20 (West 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N.D. Cent. Code Ann. § 34-06-18 (West 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N.D. Cent. Code Ann. § 34-14-07 (West 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>OHIO</td>
<td>Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 4111.13 (West 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>OREGON</td>
<td>Or. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 652.355 (West 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Or. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 653.060 (West 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>PENNSYLVANIA</td>
<td>43 Pa. Stat. And Cons. Stat. Ann. § 333.112 (West 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28 R.I. Gen. Laws Ann. § 28-14-19.3 (West 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>UTAH</td>
<td>Utah Code Ann. § 34-28-19 (West 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>WASHINGTON</td>
<td>Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 49.46.100 (West 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA</td>
<td>D.C. Code Ann. § 32-1010 (West 2019)</td>
<td>YES.(^{229}) Fine of up to $10,000 and/or up to 6 months imprisonment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C. Code Ann. § 32-1311 (West 2019)</td>
<td>YES.(^{230})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1st Offense (Negligent): Fine of up to $2,500 per affected employee.
1st Offense (Willful): Fine of up to $5,000 per affected employee or up to 30 days imprisonment.
Subsequent Offenses (Negligent): Fine of up to $5,000 per affected employee.
Subsequent Offense (Willful): Fine of up to $10,000 per affected employee or up to 90 days imprisonment. |
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